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1. INTRODUCTION
The main result of this paper is the following Þxed point theorem.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that f : D2PD2 is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the
closed two-dimensional disk and that there exist x
1
, 2 , xr3int(D2) such that:
(2.3i) Each a-limit a(x
i
) and u-limit u(x
i
) is a single point in S1"LD2; the a (x
i
)Õs and
u(x
i
)Õs are all distinct.
(2.3ii) „he Ma (x
i
)NÕs and the Mu(x
i
)NÕs alternate around S1.
(2.3iii) For each i there exists j such that Ma(x
j
), u (x
j
)N links Ma (x
i
), u (x
i
)N.
„hen f Dint(D2) has a Þxed point.
This theorem has applications to orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of more
general surfaces because the universal cover of every orientable surface without boundary
other than S2 is homeomorphic to the interior of the disk. For example, this theorem has
been used in [7] to study the rotation set for a homeomorphism of the torus and in [3] to
compute homological rotation vectors for periodic points for certain homeomorphisms of
genus zero surfaces.
Given extra information about the end bahavior of the orbits of the x
i
Õs, one can
conclude that either f Dint(D2) has inÞnitely many Þxed points or f Dint(D2) has a Þxed point of
positive index. See Theorem 5.5 and Example 5.1.
The proof of Theorem 2.3 depends on a Thurston-like classiÞcation of Brouwer maps
(i.e. Þxed point-free, orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of the plane) relative to one of
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its orbits. We show (Theorem 2.2) that for any Brouwer map f : R2PR2 and any orbit O(x),
there is a conjugacy between the isotopy class of f relative to O(x) and the isotopy class of
the standard translation „ (a, b)"(a#1, b) relative to any one of its orbits. We call any
such isotopy class a translation class.
For further applications (e.g. [8] and [6] ) and for completeness, we generalize Theorem
2.2 and analyze, up to conjugacy, the isotopy class of a Brouwer map relative to any Þnite
number of orbits. Recursive reducibility is deÞned in Section 2.
THEOREM 2.7. For any Brouwer map f : R2PR2 and for any Þnite collection X of orbits,
the restriction of f to S"R2CX is recursively reducible into translation classes.
Much of this paper appeared in Sections 3 and 4 of the preprint ÔÔZero entropy surface
di⁄eomorphismsÕÕ. That preprint was never published and is now being revised and divided
into smaller, more publishable, papers. Theorem 2.7 is new.
Section 2 provides further background and a full statement of all results. Section 3
contains a basic result of two-dimensional Nielsen theory as it applies to surfaces of inÞnite
Euler characteristic. In Section 4 we adapt parts of the Brouwer translation theorem so that
they apply to isotopy classes of homeomorphisms instead of individual homeomorphisms.
In Section 5 we present our technique for detecting Þxed points. It is motivated by the Ôend
periodicÕ theory of [9]. Proofs of all the main results are given in Section 6.
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Throughout this paper, f :R2PR2 is an orientation preserving homeomorphism,
X"O(x
1
, 2, xr) is a Þnite union of properly embedded inÞnite orbits, S"R2CX and
f :SPS is the restriction of f to S. The elements of X determine ends of S that we refer to as
punctures. If f :R2PR2 is Þxed point free, then we will say that f is a Brouwer map; in this
case, the Brouwer translation theorem [4], [5] implies that all orbits are inÞnite and
properly embedded.
We refer to the isotopy class of f : SPS as the mapping class of f relative to X and we
deÞne conjugacy of relative mapping classes as follows. The mapping class of f
1
relative to
X
1
is conjugate to the mapping class of f
2
relative to X
2
if there is a homeomorphism /:
(R2, X
1
)P(R2, X
2
) such that /f
1
/~1 is isotopic to f
2
relative to X
2
.
Let „ :R2PR2 be translation to the right by one unit, „(a, b)"(a#1, b). The follow-
ing lemma allows us to speak of the conjugacy class of the mapping class of „ relative to
r orbits.
LEMMA 2.1. If X and ‰ are each the union of r orbits for the translation „ : R2PR2, then
the mapping class of „ relative to X is conjugate to the mapping class of „ relative to ‰.
Proof of ‚emma 2.1. The quotient space of R2 under the action of „ is an open annulus
Q"S1]R. The sets X and ‰ project to sets XM , ‰M 3Q with r points. Choose a homeomor-
phism /M : QPQ, homotopic to the identity, such that /M (XM )"‰M . Then /M lifts to a homeo-
morphism / : R2PR2 that commutes with „ and that satisÞes / (X)"‰. h
If the mapping class of f relative to X is conjugate to the mapping class of „ relative to
r orbits for some r’0, then we say that ( f, X) is a translation class. Our Þrst theorem states
that, up to conjugacy, there is only one mapping class for Brouwer maps relative to a single
orbit.
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THEOREM 2.2. If f : R2PR2 is a Brouwer map and if X contains exactly one orbit, then
( f, X) is a translation class.
As a corollary of the statement and proof of Theorem 2.2, we have the following Þxed
point theorem for orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of D2. In certain applications
(e.g. [3, 7]), f Dint(D2) is the lift to the universal cover of a homeomorphism g: M2PM2 of
a Þnitely punctured surface.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that f : D2PD2 is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the
closed two-dimensional disk and that there exist x
1
, 2 , xr3int(D2) such that:
(2.3i) Each a-limit a(x
i
) and u-limit u(x
i
) is a single point in S1"LD2; the a (x
i
)Õs and
u(x
i
)Õs are all distinct.
(2.3ii) „he Ma (x
i
)NÕs and the Mu(x
i
)NÕs alternate around S1.
(2.3iii) For each i there exists j such that Ma(x
j
), u (x
j
)N links Ma (x
i
), u (x
i
)N.
„hen f Dint(D2) has a Þxed point.
Remark 2.4. If one connects a (x
i
) and u(x
i
) by a straight line segment A
i
, then
Theorem 2.3 states that an ÔÔoriented cycleÕÕ in the union of the A
i
Õs implies a Þxed point
for f Dint(D2).
The following example shows that if f is a Brouwer map and X has two orbits, then
( f, X) need not be a translation class.
Example 2.5. Let R : R2PR2 be the ÔÔReebÕÕ map that is the time one map of the ßow
shown below. The key feature of R is that it agrees with „ on the horizontal line R]M0N and
agrees with „~1 on the horizontal line R]M1N. Let x
0
"(0, 0), x
1
"(0, 1) and X"O(x
0
, x
1
).
Let o"M0N][0, 1] and observe that for all n’0, o intersects every path that is isotopic to
f n(o) rel X. This implies that (R, X) is not a translation class.
The following theorem gives additional ways to detect Þxed points for orientation
preserving homeomorphisms of D2. See [7, 8].
THEOREM 2.6. If f : R2PR2 is a Brouwer map and X contains exactly 2 orbits then either
( f, X) is a translation class or the mapping class of f relative to X is conjugate to the mapping
class of R relative to O(x
0
, x
1
).
A line jLS is a reducing line for f : SPS if it is properly embedded as a subset of R2, if
both complementary components of j contain punctures and if f (j) is properly isotopic to
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j in S. A reducing set " for f : SPS is a Þnite collection of disjoint reducing lines j
i
that
determine distinct isotopy classes in S. Any reducing set " separates S into components
S
i
and partitions X into corresponding proper subsets X
i
. Choose a homeomorphism
f @ :SPS that is properly isotopic to f and that satisÞes f @(j
i
)"j
i
for each j
i
3". Let
/
i
:S
i
PR2CX
i
be a homeomorphism that agrees with the inclusion map on the comp-
lement of a collar neighborhood of LS
i
. We claim that the isotopy class of f @DS
i
equals the
isotopy class of /~1
i
f/
i
and in particular is independent of the choice of f @. This may be seen
as follows. After an isotopy of f @ with support in S
i
we may assume that f @ preserves the
collar neighborhood of LS
i
on which /
i
is not the inclusion. Then /~1
i
f/
i
is isotopic to
/~1
i
f @/
i
because f is isotopic to f @ and /~1
i
f @/
i
is isotopic to f @DS
i
since it is equal to f @DS
i
on
the complement of the collar neighborhood of LS
i
.
We will think of S
i
as being identiÞed with R2CX
i
via /
i
. Thus, the relative mapping class
of S
i
determined by f (via a choice of f @) contains the Brouwer map /~1
i
f/
i
and is simpler
than the relative mapping class of S determined by f in the sense that there are fewer orbits
of punctures.
If there is a one-to-one, proper isotopy class-preserving correspondence between a re-
ducing set " and another set "@ of properly embedded lines in S, then "@ is also a reducing
set and there is an ambient homeomorphism of S that carries " to "@. Thus, up to
conjugacy, the induced mapping classes on the subsurfaces S
i
depend only on the mapping
class of f and the isotopy classes of the elements of ".
If each ( f @DS
i
, X
i
) is a translation class, then we say that f is reducible into translation
classes or that " reduces f into translation classes. For example, the Reeb map of
Example 2.5 is reducible into translation classes.
Theorems 2.2 and 2.6 imply that if X is either one or two orbits, then f is reducible into
translation classes. As Example 2.9 below shows, this kind of reducibility is not adequate.
A mapping class that can be reduced into classes that can be reduced into translation classes
need not be directly reducible into translation classes. The problem (illustrated below in
Example 2.9) is that a reducing line for a subsurface S
i
is proper in S
i
but not necessarily
proper in S. We adjust for this as follows.
We say that f : SPS is 0-step-reducible into translation classes if it is a translation class
and we inductively deÞne f : SPS to be k-step reducible into translation classes if it is not
(k!1)-step reducible into translation classes and if there is a reducing set ", inducing
a partition MX
i
N of X, such that each f D(R2CX
i
) is l
i
-step reducible into translation classes for
some 0)l
i
)k!1. If f :SPS is k-step reducible into translation classes for some k*0,
then we say that f : SPS is recursively reducible into translation classes.
THEOREM 2.7. For any Brouwer map f :R2PR2 and for any Þnite collection of orbits X,
f :SPS is recursively reducible into translation classes.
Remark 2.8. In light of Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.7 is equivalent to the statement that if
X contains at least two orbits, then f : SPS has a reducing line.
The following example illustrates recursive reducibility.
Example 2.9. We set notation as follows. Fix k*0. For 0)j)k, x
j
"(0, 2j );
A~
j
"(!R,!10]]M2jN; A‘
j
"[10, R)]M2jN; y
j
"(0, 2j#1), B~
j
"[10, R)]M2j#1N;
B‘
j
"(!R,!10]]M2j#1N; z"(1
2
, 1
2
); C~"M1
2
N][2k#10,R); C‘"M1
2
N](!R,!10]);
and „ @(u, v)"(u, v!1).
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Choose a Brouwer map f :R2PR2 with the following properties.
1. f (A$
j
)"„ (A$
j
); f DO(x
j
)"„DO(x
j
).
2. f (B$
j
)"„~1(B$
j
); f DO(y
j
)"„~1DO(y
j
).
3. For any i and j, the mapping class of f relative to O(x
i
, y
j
) is conjugate to the mapping
class of the Reeb map R of Example 2.5 relative to its two orbits.
4. f (C$)"„@(C$); f DO(z)"„@DO(z)
One can construct such an f as a composition f"h
2
s h
1
. The homeomorphism
h
1
preserves all horizontal lines and satisÞes (1)— (3). The homeomorphism h
2
preserves
(1)—(3), arranges (4) and moves all other points downward to insure that f is Þxed point free.
Let X"O(x
0
,2, xk , y0, 2 , yk, z).
It is convenient to identify R2 with the interior of D2 and view each reducing line j as
being contained in int(D2). The ends of A$
j
, B$
j
and C$ converge to points a$
j
, b$
j
and
c$ on LD2 as shown above.
We will show, by induction on k, that f"f
k
is not k-step reducible. For k"0, we must
show that ( f, X) is not a translation class. This follows from Example 2.5. We now assume
that k*1 and show that for any reducing set ", one of the subsurfaces S
i
contains
O(x
1
, 2 , xk, y0, 2 , yk~1, z). After Þlling in an orbit of punctures if necessary, f DSi is
conjugate to f
k~1
and induction completes the proof.
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As it turns out, there are only two possible isotopy classes for reducing lines. If f is
constructed as above, then the reducing lines are as shown below:
LEMMA 2.10. For any reducing line j
0
, there is a reducing line j isotopic to j
0
and
a homeomorphism f @ :SPS isotopic to f :SPS and satisfying (1)—(4) such that f @(j)"j.
We delay the proof of Lemma 2.10 until the end of Section 3; the example is not quoted
anywhere in the paper so there is no danger of circular reasoning.
Given j
0
3", let j and f @ be as in Lemma 2.10. The half-inÞnite lines
L"MA$
j
, B$
j
, C$N partition the complement of Q"[!10, 10]][!10, 2k#10] and
have a natural cyclic ordering. If pLint(D2) is any path that has endpoints on adjacent
elements of L that are translated in opposite directions by f @ and that lies close enough to
the ÔshortÕ interval in LD2 that connects the endpoints of these adjacent elements ofL, then
f @(p) crosses p transversely. (See the proof of Theorem 2.3 for a more precise discussion.)
Since j and f @(j)"j do not have any transverse crossings, the ends of j contain no such
subpaths. We may therefore assume that the accumulation sets a (j), u(j)LLD2 are either
single points, the clockwise interval [c~, b~
k
] or the clockwise interval [a‘
0
, c‘].
If a (j) and u (j) are both single points, then LD2 is partitioned into a pair of intervals
J
1
and J
2
that satisfy a~
i
(respectively b~
i
, c~)3J
k
if and only if a‘
i
(respectively b‘
i
, c‘)3J
k
.
By construction, there are no such partitions so (after changing the orientation on j if
necessary) we may assume that a(j) is either [c~, b~
k
] or [a‘
0
, c‘]. These are symmetric
cases so we may assume that a(j)"[c~, b~
k
]. Since O(x
k
) is entirely contained in one of the
components of (D2Cj) , u(j) is contained in the clockwise interval [a~
k
, a‘
k
]. Since both
components of (D2Cj) must contain at least one entire orbit of X, u(j) is not contained in
the clockwise interval (b‘
k
, a‘
k
]. Thus, u(j) is a single point in [a~
k
, b‘
k
] and j must separate
O(y
k
) from all the other orbits of X. We conclude that " contains one or two elements and
that one of the subsurfaces S
i
contains O(x
1
,2,xk, y0, 2 , yk~1, z). h
3. HYPERBOLIC PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this section we relax our standing hypothesis that X is a Þnite union of
orbits and allow X to be any invariant, inÞnite, discrete closed set.
The main result of this section is Proposition 3.1 below. It is a straightforward
generalization of a basic result of Nielsen (see [10] for example) and provides the framework
for the Þxed point methods that we develop in Section 5.
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To construct a complete hyperbolic structure on S, conjugate so that X is Z]M0N and
then use the ÔÔobviousÕÕ identiÞcation of S with the double of the inÞnite-sided polygon in
H2 shown below. It is useful to note that this can be done so that the translation
„(x, y)"(x#1, y) is an isometry and so that each (i, i#1) ]M0N is a geodesic with respect
to this metric.
Chapter 2 of [2] is an excellent reference for the basic hyperbolic geometry facts and
constructions that are used in this section.
We use the Poincare disk model for the hyperbolic plane H. In this model, H is identiÞed
with the interior of the unit disk and geodesics are segments of Euclidean circles and
straight lines that meet the boundary in right angles. A choice of hyperbolic structure on
S provides an identiÞcation of the universal cover SI of S with H. Under this identiÞcation,
covering translations of SI become isometries of H and geodesics in S lift to geodesics in H.
The compactiÞcation of the interior of the unit disk by the unit circle induces a compactiÞ-
cation of H by the ÔÔcircle at inÞnityÕÕ S
=
. Geodesics in H have unique endpoints on S
=
.
Conversely, any pair of distinct points on S
=
are the endpoints of a unique geodesic.
We use the identiÞcation of SI with H and write fI :HPH for lifts of f : SPS to the
universal cover.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every lift fI : HPH extends uniquely to a homeomorphism (also called)
fI :HXS
=
PHXS
=
.
Before beginning the formal proof of Proposition 3.1, we choose, for each P3S
=
,
a neighborhood system MN
i
N in HXS
=
that is deÞned in terms of geodesics and horocycles
in H.
Let kJ LH be a half-inÞnite geodesic connecting some basepoint in H to P. There are
three cases to consider depending on the behavior of the projected image kLS: (i) k is not
properly immersed; (ii) k converges to a non-cusp end of S; and (iii) k converges to a cusp.
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In case (i), there is (Lemma 1.1 of [10]) a simple closed geodesic a that is intersected
inÞnitely often by k. Each intersection of a with k determines a lift aJ
i
of a that intersects kJ .
The a
i
Õs are ordered so that kJ intersects aJ
i
before it intersects aJ
i‘1
. The geodesic aJ
i
has well
deÞned endpoints in S
=
and so can be extended to a closed arc in HXS
=
. The extended
geodesic divides HXS
=
into two components; we denote the component that contains P by
N
i
"N(aJ
i
) . Thus P3N
i‘1
LN
i
for all i. Since a is a closed curve in S and the punctures in
S do not accumulate on a, there is a lower bound to the hyperbolic distance between the a
i
Õs.
Thus Y=
i/1
N
i
"P.
In cases (ii) and (iii), choose nested submanifolds M
i
LM
i~1
LS that determine the end
of S to which k converges and that have connected boundaries. In case (ii) we choose
LM
i
"b
i
to be a simple closed geodesic and in case (iii) we choose LM
i
"h
i
to be
a horocycle.
In case (ii), there are lifts bI
i
of b
i
that intersect kJ so that each N
i
"N(bI
i
) satisÞes
P3N
i‘1
LN
i
and so that Y=
i/1
N
i
"P.
In case (iii), let hI
i
be the lift of h
i
with endpoints at P, let qLS be a geodesic that
converges in both directions to the cusp in question and let qJ be a lift of q with one endpoint
at P and the other at some point Q. There is a parabolic covering translation „ that Þxes
P and moves all other points on S
=
in a clockwise direction. Let N
i
"A
i
XB
i
XC
i
where
A
i
is the region bounded by „~i(qJ ) and the clockwise arc on S
=
from P to „~i(Q),
where C
i
is the region bounded by „i(qJ ) and the clockwise arc on S
=
from „i(Q) to P and
where B
i
is the horodisk bounded by hI
i
. Then P3N
i‘1
LN
i
and W=
i/1
N
i
"P.
The following lemma is an important special case of Proposition 3.1.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that f : SPS is properly homotopic to the identity and that fI : HPH
is the lift of f that is equivariantly homotopic to the identity. „hen fI : HPH extends
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continuously over S
=
to a homeomorphism (also called) fI : HXS
=
PHXS
=
that is the identity
on S
=
.
Proof of ‚emma 3.2. Fix P3S
=
and a neighborhood system MN
i
N for P as constructed
above. It suƒces to show that fI (N
i
WH)LN
j
for Þxed j and suƒciently large i.
We consider case (i) Þrst. A homotopy between f (a) and a lifts to a homotopy between
fI (aJ
i
) and aJ
i
. There is a constant K’0, that is independent of i, so that the lifted homotopy
moves each point in aJ
i
by a hyperbolic distance less than K. In particular, the ends of fI (aJ
i
)
converge to the endpoints of aJ
i
. Choose k’0 so that dist(aJ
i
, aJ
j
) ’K for all i’j#k. Then
fI (aJ
i
)WaJ
j
"0 and so fI (N
i
WH)LN
j
as desired.
We next consider case (ii). By passing to a subsequence of the b
i
Õs, we may assume that
each f (b
i‘1
)LM
i
and hence that each fI (bI
i‘1
)WbI
i
"0. Since there is a bounded (as
measured in the hyperbolic metric) homotopy between fI (bI
i‘1
) and bI
i‘1
, these two paths
have the same endpoints on S
=
. This implies that fI (bI
i‘1
)LN
i
and hence that
fI (N
i‘1
WH)LN
i
.
Finally we consider case (iii). By passing to a subsequence of the h
i
Õs, we may assume that
each fI (B
i‘1
)LB
i
. As in the previous case, fI „$i(qJ ) has the same endpoints as „$i(qJ ) . There
is at most a compact subset of fI „$(j‘1) (qJ ) that fails to be inside N
j
. Thus, for all suƒciently
large i, fI „$i(qJ )"„$(i~j~1) fI „$(j‘1) (qJ )LN
j
and we have veriÞed that fI (N
i
WH)LN
j
. h
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Lemma 3.2. implies that if f @ : SPS is a homeomorphism that
is properly homotopic to f :SPS, and if fI @ :HPH is the lift of f @ that is equivariantly
homotopic to fI , then fI @ fI~1 extends by the identity over S
=
. Thus, fI @ extends continuously
over P3S
=
if and only if fI does.
Fix P3S
=
and choose a neighborhood system MN
i
N as above.
In case (i), the frontier of N
i
is a lift aJ
i
of a simple closed geodesic aLS. The closed curve
f (a) is isotopic to a simple closed geodesic c and f :SPS is isotopic to a homeomorphism
f @ :SPS that satisÞes f @(a)"c. Replacing f by f @ and applying our previous observation, we
may assume that f (a)"c. Let cJ
i
"fI (aJ
i
) . Since aJ
i
separates aJ
i~1
from aJ
i‘1
, cJ
i
separates
cJ
i~1
from cJ
i‘1
. There is a lower bound to the hyperbolic distance between lifts of c and so
MN(cJ
i
)N is a neighborhood system for some point Q3S
=
. DeÞne fI (P)"Q.
In case (ii), the frontier of N
i
is a lift bI
i
of a simple closed geodesic b
i
LS. As above, we
may assume that the closed curves f (b
i
) are geodesics c
i
. Since f is a homeomorphism,
cJ
i
separates cJ
i~1
from cJ
i‘1
and only Þnitely many cJ
i
Õs intersect any Þxed compact set. Thus,
MN(cJ
i
)N is a neighborhood system for some point Q3S
=
. DeÞne fI (P)"Q.
The argument for case (iii) is similar. We may assume that f (q) is a geodesic with both
endpoints at a cusp and that the fI (hI
i
)Õs are horocycles such that fI (hI
i
) separates fI (hI
i~1
) from
fI (hI
i‘1
) and such that only Þnitely many fI (hI
i
)Õs intersect any Þxed compact set. Thus fI (qJ ) and
MhI
i
N form a neighborhood system for some point Q3S
=
. DeÞne fI (P)"Q.
The reader can check that these deÞnitions Þt together to deÞne a continuous extension
of fI over S
=
. Since fI ~1 also extends continuously, the extension is a homeomorphism. h
Remark 3.3. Lemma 3.2 implies that if f and g are properly homotopic and if fI : HPH
and gJ : HPH are equivariantly homotopic lifts, then fI DS
=
"gJ DS
=
. Thus, the induced
homeomorphisms on S
=
depend only on the proper homotopy class of f and not on f itself.
DeÞnition 3.4. For any extended lift fI :HXS
=
PHXS
=
, there is an associated action
fId on geodesics in H deÞned by sending the geodesic with endpoints P and Q to the geodesic
with endpoints fI (P) and fI (Q). The action fId projects to an action fd on geodesics in S.
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We conclude this section with some standard facts about homotopy and isotopy in
hyperbolic surfaces and with the proof of Lemma 2.10.
We say that a simple closed curve in S is essential if each component of its complement
contains at least two punctures and that a properly embedded line in S is essential if each
component of its complement contains at least one puncture. LetP be the set of all essential
simple closed curves and essential properly embedded lines in S.
A pair of elements o@, o3P have geodesic-like or minimal intersections if each component
of SC(o@Xo) whose frontier is the union of an interval I@Lo@ and an interval ILo, contains
at least one puncture. We list two useful observations.
f If o, o@3P are geodesics with respect to some hyperbolic structure on S, then o and o@
have geodesic-like intersections.
f If o and o@ have geodesic-like intersections and h :SPS is any homeomorphism then
h(o) and h(o@) have geodesic-like intersections.
LEMMA 3.5. (1) Every element o3P is isotopic to a unique geodesic.
(2) If P is any locally Þnite collection of disjoint elements of P that are isotopic to distinct
geodesics, then the elements of P are simultaneously isotopic to their associated
geodesics; i.e. there is a homeomorphism g :SPS, isotopic to the identity, such that g (o)
is geodesic for each o3P.
(3) If P and P@ are locally Þnite collections of disjoint elements of P that are isotopic to
distinct geodesics and if each pair o3P and o@3P@ have geodesic like intersections,
then the elements of P and P@ are simultaneously isotopic to their associated geodesics.
Proof of ‚emma 3.5. The proofs of Lemma 2.5 and 2.6 of [2] can be modiÞed in
a straightforward manner to prove this lemma. We leave the details to the reader. h
Proof of ‚emma 2.10. Start with any hyperbolic metric k
0
on S. Part (2) of Lemma 3.5
implies that there exists g
0
: SPS, isotopic to the identity, so that each g
0
( f (A~
j
)), g
0
(A‘
j
),
g
0
( f (B~
j
)), g
0
(B‘
j
), g
0
( f (C~)) and g
0
(C‘) is geodesic with respect to k
0
. Let k be the hyper-
bolic metric obtained by pulling back k
0
via g
0
. Then each f (A~
j
), A‘
j
, f (B~
j
), B‘
j
, f (C~) and
C‘ is geodesic with respect to k. Note that A~
j
Lf (A~
j
), B~
j
Lf (B~
j
) and C~Lf (C~) are
also geodesic with respect to k. Similarly f (A‘
j
)LA‘
j
, f (B‘
j
)LB‘
j
and f (C‘)LC‘ are
geodesic with respect to k.
Let j be the unique k-geodesic line that is properly isotopic to j
0
. Since j has
geodesic-like intersections with each A$
j
, B$
j
and C$, f (j) has geodesic-like intersections
with the geodesics f (A$
j
), f (B$
j
) and f (C$) . By part (3) of Lemma 3.5, there is a homeomor-
phism g : SPS, isotopic to the identity, so that g( f (j))"fd(j) and so that g setwise Þxes
each f (A$
i
)"fd(A$i ), f (B
$
i
)"fd(B$i ) and f (C
$)"fd(C$) . Lemma 3.2 implies that gd"
identity. Thus f @"gf satisÞes all the desired properties. h
4. HOMOTOPY BROUWER THEORY
In this section we introduce mapping class analogues for structure that is part of the
Brouwer translation theorem and prove some preliminary results about them. Unless
otherwise stated, we do not assume that f :R2PR2 is Þxed point free. Recall that X is
a Þnite union of properly embedded orbits and that S"R2CX. Each x3X determines an
end of S called a puncture. We say that a subset of S contains the puncture determined by
x if it contains a deleted neighborhood of x in R2.
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We begin by recalling some aspects of the Brouwer translation theorem ( [4, 5]). An arc
aLR2 connecting x to f (x) is called a translation arc for x if aW f (a)"f (x). A key lemma
(e.g. [1]) states that if f : R2PR2 is Þxed point free and if a is a translation arc, then the
streamline A"Z=
i/~=
f i (a) is an embedded, though not necessarily properly embedded,
line. A properly embedded line ‚LR2 is a Brouwer line for x if the two components ” and
» of (R2C‚) satisfy x3”; f (x)3»; and cl( f (»))L». If f :R2PR2 is Þxed point free then
translation arcs exist for every point and every orbit is properly embedded; furthermore,
given any translation arc a for x, there is a dual Brouwer line ‚ for x that intersects the
streamline determined by a exactly once (and necessarily in a). For example, if f"„, then
a"[0, 1]]M0N is a translation arc for (0, 0) , the horizontal line R]M0N is the streamline
determined by a, and the vertical line M1
2
]RN is a dual Brouwer line for a.
We will need the following lemma about the existence of translation arcs for Þxed point
free homeomorphisms. It is a minor adaptation of an argument of Sperner [12].
LEMMA 4.1. If f :R2PR2 is Þxed point free and cLR2 is any arc connecting x to
f (x), then there is a translation arc a for x in every neighborhood of cX f (c). In particular, for
any compact set K and any x3R2, f n(x) has a translation arc that is disjoint from K for all
suƒciently large DnD.
Proof of ‚emma 4.1. Choose d’0. All arcs in the plane are ambiently homeomorphic,
so there is no loss in assuming that c"[0, 1]]M0N. For each 0)t)1, let B
t
be the
rectangle [!d, t]][!d, d]; reducing d if necessary, we may assume that B
t
W f (B
t
)"0 for
suƒciently small t. There is a smallest s for which B
s
W f (B
s
)O0 ; let B"B
s
. Then
f (B)WBLLB and there exists z3LB such that f (z)3LB. Let b be any arc in B that connects
z to f (z), that contains x and that intersects LB only in its endpoints. The Brouwer
translation theorem implies that f has no points of period two, so f 2(z)Oz. Thus, b is
a translation arc for z and by the streamline lemma quoted above, the concatenation
b)f (b))f 2(b) is an embedded arc. It follows that the subarc of b)f (b) connecting x to f (x) is
a translation arc for x. h
We now modify these deÞnitions so that they apply to relative mapping classes rather
than individual maps. In particular, the following deÞnitions are all made with respect to
the mapping class of f relative to X. Unless otherwise stated, x is assumed to be an element
of X.
Abusing notation slightly, we say that a path in S connects the puncture z
1
to the puncture
z
2
if its initial end converges to z
1
and its terminal end converges to z
2
. A geodesic arc aLS
that connects a puncture z to its image f (z) is called a homotopy translation arc for z if the
homotopy streamline A"Z=
i/~=
f id(a) is the one-to-one image of a line. (Note that we have
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incorporated the ÔÔstreamline lemmaÕÕ into the deÞnition of homotopy translation arc. I do
not know if this is necessary, but it suƒcient for our arguments.) More generally, we allow
the possibility that a is a concatenation a"a
1
a
2
2a
k
of geodesic arcs where a
i
connects the
puncture z
i~1
to the puncture z
i
. For example, the concatenation of the vertical arc
connecting x
1
"(0, 0) to x
2
"(0, 1) with the diagonal arc connecting x
2
to „(x
1
)"(1, 0) is
a translation arc, and hence (see Lemma 4.2(1)) a homotopy translation arc, for the
translation „, relative to O(x
1
, x
2
).
A geodesic line ‚LS that is properly embedded as a subset of R2 is a homotopy Brouwer
line for x3X if the two components ” and » of (SC‚) satisfy: x3”; f (x)3»; and
cl( fd(»))L», where fd(»)"f @(») for any homeomorphism f @ that is isotopic to f and that
satisÞes f @(‚)"fd(‚) . We say that a homotopy translation arc a for x and a homotopy
Brouwer line ‚ for x are dual if ‚ intersects the homotopy streamline determined by
a exactly once (and necessarily in a).
Along with the Brouwer results mentioned above, the following lemma implies the
existence of homotopy translation arcs and homotopy Brouwer lines for each x3X.
LEMMA 4.2. (1) If a
0
is a translation arc for x, then the geodesic path a isotopic to a
0
is
a homotopy translation arc for x.
(2) If ‚
0
is a Brouwer line for x, then the geodesic line ‚ properly isotopic to ‚
0
is
a homotopy Brouwer line for x. If ‚
0
is dual to a
0
, then ‚ is dual to a.
(3) If ‚ is a homotopy Brouwer line for x, then there is a homeomorphism f @, isotopic to f,
such that ‚ is a Brouwer line for x with respect to f @. In particular, ‚ is a homotopy Brouwer
line for f (x) with respect to the homeomorphism f~1, cl( f nd(»))Lf n~1d (») for all n and all the
f nd(‚)Õs are disjoint.
Proof of ‚emma 4.2. If a
0
is a translation arc for x, then f i~1(a
0
)W f i(a
0
)"f i(x) and
f i(a
0
)W f j(a
0
)"0 for Di!j D’1. Part (2) of Lemma 3.5 implies that f i~1d (a)W f id(a)"f i(x)
and f id(a)Wf jd(a)"0 if Di!j D’1. It follows that Z=i/~= f id(a) is the one-to-one image of
a line and hence that a is a homotopy translation arc.
Suppose that ‚
0
is a Brouwer line with complementary components ”
0
and »
0
. Since
‚
0
and f (‚
0
) are disjoint, part (2) of Lemma 3.5 implies that there exists a homeomor-
phism g, isotopic to the identity, such that g(‚
0
)"‚ and g ( f (‚
0
))"fd(‚). Let ”"g (”0),
»"g (»
0
) and f @"gfg~1. Then f @(‚)"fd(‚) and f @ is isotopic to f. Thus cl( fd(»))"
cl(g fg~1(»))"g (cl( fg~1(»))"g (cl( f (»
0
))) Lg (cl(»
0
))"cl(g(»
0
))"cl(») and so ‚ is
a homotopy Brouwer line. If ‚
0
is dual to a
0
, then ‚
0
Wa
0
has cardinality one and
‚
0
Wf i(a
0
)"0 for all iO0. Part (3) of Lemma 3.5 implies that ‚Wa has cardinality one and
‚Wf id(a)"0 for all iO0. Thus ‚ is dual to a.
If ‚ is a homotopy Brouwer line, choose a homeomorphism g, isotopic to the identity,
such that g( f (‚))"fd(‚) and let f @"gf. Then cl( f @(»))"cl ( fd(»))L» and so ‚ is
a Brouwer line for f @. h
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Remark 4.3. Every homotopy Brouwer line ‚ for x is dual to a homotopy translation
arc a for x constructed as follows. Part (3) of Lemma 4.2 implies that ‚ and f~1d (‚)
are disjoint and hence that f (‚) and f ( f~1d (‚)) are disjoint. By part (2) of Lemma 3.5 there
exists g, isotopic to the identity, such that gf (‚)"fd(‚) and g ( f ( f~1d (‚)))"‚. After
replacing f by gf if necessary, f (‚)"fd(‚) and f~1(‚)"f~1d (‚).
Choose an embedded arc a
1
that connects x to ‚ in the region bounded by f~1(‚) and ‚.
Then choose an arc a
2
in the region bounded by f (‚) and ‚ that is disjoint from f (a
1
) and
that connects the terminal endpoint of a
1
to f (x). The geodesic determined by a
1
)a
2
is the
desired dual homotopy translation arc (see Remark 4.5 below). Note that we can choose a to
contain every puncture in the region bounded by ‚ and fd(‚). Note also that if each
compact set in R2 intersects f jd(‚) for only Þnitely many j’0 (respectively j(0), then the
forward homotopy streamline A‘"Z=
i/0
f id(a) (respectively the backward homotopy stream-
line A~"Z0
i/~=
f id(a)) is properly embedded.
Remark 4.4. If a is a homotopy translation arc and if A‘"Z=
i/1
f id(a) is properly
embedded, then the geodesic ‚ determined by the boundary of regular neighborhood of
A‘ is a homotopy Brouwer line that is dual to a.
Remark 4.5. We have deÞned homotopy Brouwer lines and homotopy translation arcs to
be geodesics mostly as a matter of convenience. We could, for example, have deÞned
a homotopy translation arc to be an isotopy class of arcs. We have taken advantage of the
fact that each isotopy class contains a unique geodesic and the fact that any two geodesics
have the minimum number of intersections among paths in their isotopy classes.
We say that a homotopy translation arc a is forward proper if the forward homotopy
streamline A‘"Z=
i/0
f id(a) is properly embedded as a subset of R2; similarly, we say that
a is backward proper if the backward homotopy streamline A~"Z0
i/~=
f id(a) is properly
embedded as a subset of R2. We deÞne E‘(x
i
)LMx
1
,2, xrN to be the set of those xj for
which there is a forward proper homotopy translation arc containing an element of the
orbit of x
i
and an element of the orbit of x
j
. We deÞne E~(x
i
) similarly using backward
proper homotopy translation arcs. We do not assume a priori that E$(x
i
) is non-empty.
LEMMA 4.6. (4.6a) If E‘(x
i
)O0, then there is a forward proper homotopy translation
arc c that contains a point from the orbit of each x
j
3E‘(x
i
).
(4.6b) If there are forward proper homotopy translation arcs a
i
for x
i
and a
j
for x
j
with
non-disjoint forward homotopy streamlines, then E‘(x
i
)"E‘(x
j
).
(4.6c) ‚et » be the geodesic regular neighborhood of the forward homotopy streamline
C‘ determined by the homotopy translation arc c of part (a). If b is any forward proper
homotopy translation arc for x
j
3E‘(x
i
), then f nd(b)L» for all suƒciently large n.
„he analogous results hold for backward proper homotopy streamlines.
Proof of ‚emma 4.6. The proof is based on the following construction. Begin with
forward proper homotopy translation arcs a and b with non-disjoint forward homotopy
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streamlines A‘"Z=
i/0
f id(a) and B‘"Z=j/0 f jd(b). Since f id(a) and f jd(b) are geodesics and
f is a homeomorphism, each f ( f id(a)) and f ( f jd(b)) have geodesic-like intersections. By part
(3) of Lemma 3.5 there is a homeomorphism g, isotopic to the identity, such that
gf (A‘)"fd(A‘)LA‘ and gf (B‘)"fd(B)LB‘. After replacing f with gf, we may assume
that f (A‘)LA‘ and f (B‘)LB‘; in particular, A‘WB‘ is inÞnite.
Replacing b by some f jd(b), j’0, we may assume that B‘Wa"0. Let A~ be the
backward homotopy streamline for a and note that B‘WA~"0. This yields our key
observation that if b* is a subinterval of B‘ such that b*WA‘"Lb*; then both ends of b*
lie on the same side of A‘, i.e. a is disjoint from the disk bounded by b* and an arc in A‘.
We may therefore assume that A‘ is the positive x-axis and that B‘ is an inÞnite alter-
nating concatenation of arcs in the Þrst quadrant and arcs in the fourth quadrant. See the
Þgure below.
For each j*0, let A‘
j
"Z=
i/j
f id(a), B‘j "Z=i/j f id(b). By the previous paragraph,
A‘
j
XB‘
j
has exactly one unbounded complementary component. The union of A‘
j
XB‘
j
with all of its bounded complementary components has a regular neighborhood N
j
with
connected geodesic boundary ‚
j
. Note that fd(Nj
)"N
j‘1
Lint(N
j
). If K is any bounded
connected set then A‘
j
XB‘
j
is disjoint from K for all suƒciently large j. If K contains a, then
K must be contained in the unbounded complementary component of A‘
j
XB‘
j
and so
KWN
j
"0. It follows that Y=
j/0
N
j
"0. Thus ‚
0
is a homotopy Brouwer line and, by
Remark 4.3, there is a forward proper homotopy translation arc c that is dual to ‚
0
, and
that contains each puncture in (N
0
CN
1
). In particular, c contains a point from every orbit of
X that intersects N
0
.
We now apply this construction and prove the lemma. We begin with part (a). The
construction shows that for any pair x
j
, x
k
3E‘(x
i
), there is a forward proper homotopy
translation arc whose forward homotopy streamline contains the forward end of the orbits
of x
j
, x
k
and x
i
. Another application of the construction shows that for any triple
x
j
, x
k
, x
l
3E‘(x
i
), there is a forward proper homotopy translation arc whose forward
homotopy streamline contains the forward end of the orbits of x
j
, x
k
, x
l
and x
i
. Continuing
in this manner we produce the desired forward proper homotopy translation arc c.
Part (b) follows from part (a) and the construction.
For part (c), we may assume, after replacing b by some f kd(b), that the forward homotopy
streamline B‘ is disjoint from c. If B‘L/ », then there exists x3X that is contained in
a bounded complementary component of B‘XC‘. By our construction and by the
deÞnition of E‘(x
i
) , x must be in the orbit of a point in E‘(x
i
). But this contradicts the fact
that x N C‘ and our observation during the construction that x N C~. h
5. FITTED FAMILIES
In this section we introduce a method for detecting Þxed points for orientation preserv-
ing homeomorphisms f : R2PR2. As before, X is a Þnite union of properly embedded orbits
and S"R2CX. The techniques are motivated by the ÔÔend periodicÕÕ theory of [9] and
depend on the mapping class of f relative to X and not on f itself.
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A subsurface …LS whose frontier is a disjoint union of Þnitely many homotopy Brouwer
lines ‚
i
will be called a Brouwer subsurface. Since the f (‚
i
)Õs are disjoint, part (2) of Lemma
3.5 implies that there is a homeomorphism f @, isotopic to f, such that f @(‚
i
)"fd(‚i)"f @d(‚i)
for each ‚
i
. For any such f @, we denote f @(…) by fd(…). Denote the complementary regions
for ‚
i
by ”
i
and »
i
. DeÞne L
‘
… (respectively L
~
…) to be the union of those ‚
i
such that
…W»
i
"0 (respectively …W”
i
"0) and note that fd(L‘…)W…"0 and L~…Wfd(…)"0.
Let RH(…, L
‘
…) be the set of non-trivial relative homotopy classes determined by
embedded arcs (q, Lq)L(…, L
‘
…). Given any collection „ of elements of RH(…, L
‘
…), we
will associate another collection fd(„)W… of elements of RH(…, L‘…). We abuse notation
slightly and sometimes write „"Mt
i
N where each t
i
3RH(…, L
‘
…); we do not assume that
the t
i
Õs are distinct and it is essential that we allow this multiplicity to occur. We will give the
deÞnition of fd()) W… in two settings. The Þrst is in S itself and the second is in the universal
cover H. There are no choices made in the second; this guarantees that the deÞnition is
independent of the choices made in the Þrst.
Choose a homeomorphism f @: SPS as above. For any arc qL… with endpoints on
L
‘
…, f @(q) is an arc in fd(…) with endpoints on fd(L‘…); in particular, f @(q)WL~…"0 and
Lf @(q)W…"0. Let fd(q)Lfd(…) be the geodesic arc that is isotopic rel endpoints to f @(q).
The components q
1
, 2, qr of fd(q)W… are arcs in … with endpoints in L‘…. If [q] denotes
the element of RH(…, L
‘
…) determined by q, then we deÞne fd([q])W… to be
M[q
1
], 2[qr]N. More generally, if „ is a Þnite collection of elements of RH(…, L‘…), then
we deÞne fd(„)W…"Z t|T( fd(t)W…). Note that fd())W… can be iterated. Inductively
deÞne f nd(q)W…"f (n~1)d ( fd(q)W…) W….
Example 5.1. Let X"M(n, 0): n3ZN and let f: R2PR2 be the composition f"D s„
where„(a, b)"(a#1, b) and where D is a right Dehn twist along the curve C shown below.
The vertical line ‚
1
deÞned by M(a, b): a"1
2
N is a homotopy Brouwer line with
”
1
"M(a, b):a(1
2
N and with fd(‚1)"M(a, b): a"32N. DeÞne …"”1 and L‘…"‚1. Let
qL” be the arc shown below. It is easy to check that fd (q) is as shown below and hence
that fd([q] W…"M[q],![q]N.
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We now restate our deÞnition in terms of an extended lift fI : HXS
=
PHXS
=
. Denote
the components of L
‘
… that contain the initial and terminal endpoints of q by A and
B respectively. Lift q to an arc qJL…I with endpoints on lifts AI and BI . The ordered pair
(AI , BI ) is well deÞned up to covering translation and completely determines
[q]3RH(…, L
‘
…).
The geodesics fId(AI ) and fId(BI ) are lifts of fd(A) and fd(B) respectively and so lie in the
complement of the full pre-image …I of …. There are Þnitely many components …I
1
,2, …I r
of …I that separate fId(AI ) and fId(BI ). For each such …I i there is an ordered pair of
components (CI
i
, DI
i
) of L…I
i
that separate fId(AI ) from fId(BI ); each CI i and DI i projects to
a component of L
‘
…. The ordered pair (CI
i
, DI
i
) determines an element t
i
3RH(…, L
‘
…)
and we deÞne fd([q])W…) to be Mt1,2, trN.
DeÞnition 5.2. We say that a Þnite collection „"Mt
i
N of distinct elements of
RH(…, L
‘
…) is Þtted if the t
i
Õs are represented by simple disjoint arcs and if each element
s
j
3fd(ti)W… satisÞes $sj3„. (The terminology is chosen to remind the reader of Þtted
handle decompositions [11].) Thus, in Example 5.1, the single element [q] is a Þtted family.
DeÞnition 5.3. Given a Þtted family „"Mt
1
,2, trN, deÞne ! to be the oriented graph
with r vertices v
1
,2, vr and with one oriented edge connecting vi to vj for each occurrence of
$t
j
in fd(ti
)W….
The following lemma implies that there is a one to one correspondence between
occurrences of $t
j
in ( f n)d(ti
)W… and paths of length n in ! that initiate at v
i
and
terminate at v
j
.
LEMMA 5.4. For any q3RH(…, L
‘
…), ( f n)d([q])W…"f nd([q])W….
Proof of ‚emma 5.4. We will use the notation from the second deÞnition of fd([q])W….
Choose a geodesic arc fId(qJ )LH connecting fId(AI ) to fId(BI ) and let fId(qJ )"pJ 0qJ 1pJ 12qJ rpJ r be
the decomposition of fId(qJ ) into subarcs determined by intersection with the CI iÕs and DI iÕs.
Note that each pJ
i
projects into »
k
for some ‚
k
LL
‘
…. DeÞne fI nd(qJ ) to be a geodesic arc
connecting fI nd(AI ) to fI nd(BI ). There is a corresponding decomposition fI nd(qJ )"pJ n0qJ n1pJ n12qJ nrpJ nr
determined by intersection with the fI n~1d (CI i)Õs and fI n~1d (DI i)Õs. Since f jd(»k)L»k for all
j*0, each pJ n
i
is disjoint from …I . Thus, each component of …I that separates fI nd(AI )
from fI nd(BI ) must separate fI n~1d (CI i) and fI n~1d (DI i) for some 1)i)r. In other
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words, ( f n)d([q])W…"( f n~1)d ( fd([q])W…)W…. The lemma now follows by induction
on n. h
We say that t3RH(…, L
‘
…) disappears under iteration if ( f n)d(t)W…"0 for some
n’0. We say that a Þtted family „"Mt
i
N disappears under iteration if each t
i
does.
We can now state the main result of this section. It implies, for example, that any
homeomorphism that is isotopic to one in Example 5.1 has a Þxed point (of positive index if
the Þxed points are isolated).
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that f :R2PR2 is isotopic rel X to a Þxed point free homeomor-
phism and that … is a Brouwer subsurface. „hen
(5.5a) !t N f nd(t)W… for any n’0 and t3RH(…, L‘…).
(5.5b) t occurs at most once in f nd(t)W… for any n’0 and t3RH(…, L‘…).
(5.5c) If „LRH(…, L
‘
…) is a Þtted family that does not disappear under iteration, then
there exists t3„ such that fd(t)W…"Mt, s1, 2 , smN where each si disappears
under iteration. Moreover, the endpoints of t lie on distinct components of L
‘
….
Remark 5.6. Our proof actually yields a slightly stronger result. Namely, we can replace
ÔÔÞxed-point free homeomorphismÕÕ by ÔÔhomeomorphism with Þnitely many Þxed points,
none of which have positive indexÕÕ.
Proof of „heorem 5.5. We may assume without loss that f has Þnitely many Þxed points,
none of which has positive index. In particular (see [1] or [5] Appendix), there are no curves
of index 1 and hence no periodic points; the Þxed set of f n is therefore Þnite for all n*0.
We Þrst assume that !t3f nd(t)W… for some t3RH(…, L‘…) and some n’0 and
argue to a contradiction. Let h"f n and let hI : HXS
=
PHXS
=
be an extended lift of h.
Choose lifts AI and BI of components of L… so that t is represented by the projection of an
arc in …I connecting AI to BI . Since !t3f nd(t)W…, there is a covering translation ( with the
property that a geodesic arc connecting (hI d(AI ) to (hI d(BI ) Þrst crosses BI and then crosses
AI . If we deÞne C
1
and C
2
to be the disjoint intervals of S
=
bounded by the endpoints of
AI and BI respectively, then (hI (C
1
)LC
2
, and (hI (C
2
)LC
1
. See the Þgure below. This
implies that (hI DS
=
is Þxed point free. Since the Þxed point set of f n and hence of (hI is Þnite,
the Lefschetz Formula gives a Þxed point xJ of positive index for (hI . The projected image
x is Þxed by h"f n and hence by f. It follows that (hI "( fI ) n for some extended lift fI of f. As
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before, fI DS
=
is Þxed point free and the Lefschetz Theorem implies that fI , and hence f, has
a Þxed point of positive index. This contradiction completes the proof of (a).
Suppose now that t occurs twice in hd(t)W…. Let qL… be an arc that represents t and
let hd(q) be the geodesic arc with endpoints on hd(L‘…) as in the Þrst deÞnition of
hd(t)W…. Decompose hd(q)"p1q1dq2p2, where both q1 and q2 represent t, and let C be the
closed curve that is composed of q
1
d and an arc cLL
‘
… connecting the initial endpoints of
q
1
and q
2
. Suppose that C is a simple curve. Either an initial segment of p
2
or a terminal
segment of p
1
must lie in the bounded component of R2CC. Since the endpoints of hd(q) lie
on hd(L‘…) , and hence in the unbounded component of R2CC, either p1 or p2 must cross
c and thereby produce an occurence of $t that separates q
1
from q
2
. If C is not simple, then
at least one component of dW… determines $t and separates q
1
from q
2
. This proves that
adjacent components of hd(t)W… can not both determine t and hence that !t3hd(t)W….
This contradiction to (a) completes the proof of (b).
Suppose now that „ is a Þtted family that does not disappear under iteration and that
! is the oriented graph associated to „. Lemma 5.4 and parts (a) and (b) imply that each
vertex of ! is contained in at most one (non-repeating) oriented closed path in !. There is
a partial order on the vertices of ! deÞned by v
1
’v
2
if there is an oriented path in ! from
v
1
to v
2
but no oriented path in ! from v
2
to v
1
. Among all vertices that are contained in
oriented closed paths choose one, v, that is smallest with respect to the partial order. Let
n be the length of the unique oriented (non-repeating) closed path through v, let h"f n and
let t
1
be the element of „ that corresponds to v. Then hd(t1)W…"Mt1, s1,2 smN where
t
1
’s
j
and hence each s
j
is not contained in any oriented closed path in ! and disappears
under iteration.
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Choose a geodesic arc q
1
representing t
1
and suppose that the endpoints of q
1
lie on
a single component ‚
1
LL
‘
…. Let C
1
L… be the Þnitely punctured disk bounded by
q
1
and by the arc in ‚
1
connecting the endpoints of q
1
. Given k’0, we may, by an isotopy
of hk, assume that hk(q
1
)"hkd(q1) and that hk(‚1)"hkd(‚1). For any component K of
hk(C
1
)W…, the frontier of K in … is contained in hk(q
1
)W… and so is a union of arcs that
determine elements of „. Thus, there are only Þnitely many possibilites for K up to isotopy
and this remains true even when k is allowed to vary over N. Since each K contains only
Þnitely many punctures, Z=
k/1
hk(C
1
)W… contains only Þnitely many punctures. Since each
puncture has an inÞnite orbit we conclude that hk(C
1
)W… contains no punctures for all
suƒciently large k. We assume now that k is chosen to be this large. Then hk(C
1
)W… is
a Þnite union of Þnite sided, non-punctured polygons whose boundaries are an alternating
concatenation of components a
j
of hk(q
1
)W… and of b
j
L‚
1
.
Let D be the component of hk(C
1
)W… whose boundary contains an arc in the
homotopy class of t
1
. Choose a cyclic representation a
1
b
12asbs of LD so that a1 represents
t
1
. The disk D provides a homotopy rel endpoints of a
1
to bM
s
a6
s2bM 1 (where a6 is a with its
orientation reversed). From the second deÞnition of fd( ) )W…, it follows that
hkd(t1
)W…LZ s
l/2
hkd([a6 l])W…), in contradiction to the fact that each [al], l*2, disap-
pears under iteration but t
1
does not. We have now shown that the initial and terminal
endpoints of q
1
lie on distinct components, say ‚
1
and ‚
2
respectively, of L
‘
….
If i’j, then f id(t1)W… contains at least as many arcs with endpoints on distinct
components of L
‘
… as does f jd(t1)W…. Thus fd(t1)W…"Mt2, s@1,2, s@lN, where t2 is
represented by an arc with initial endpoint on ‚
1
and terminal endpoint on ‚
2
and where
each s@
i
disappears under iteration. We must show that t
2
"t
1
.
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For some 1)k)n, there are distinct elements t
1
, 2 , tkLRH(…, L‘…) with end-
points on ‚
1
and ‚
2
such that t
i‘1(.0$k)
is the only element of fd(ti
)W… that does not
disappear under iteration. By part (3) of Lemma 4.2 and part (2) of Lemma 3.5, we may
assume that the components of f ~1(L
‘
…) are geodesics in the interior of the region
bounded by the elements of L
‘
…. The t
i
Õs are represented by disjoint (because the t
i
Õs are
elements of the Þtted family „) arcs q
i
that have geodesic-like intersections with the
components of f ~1(L
‘
…). Then each f (q
i
) has geodesic-like intersection with L
‘
… and so
f (q
i
)W… contains exactly one component q*
i
that has endpoints on distinct components of
L
‘
…. The q
i
Õs can be ordered according to the position of their initial endpoints on ‚
1
. This
agrees with the ordering according to the position of the initial endpoints of q*
i
on ‚
1
. But
there is an isotopy of … that carries each q*
i
to q
i‘1
. Thus, the cyclic permutation
q
i
>q
i‘1(.0$k)
preserves the ordering; this can only happen if k"1. h
6. PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS
We Þrst prove Theorem 2.2. Next we will deduce Theorem 2.3 as a corollary of
Theorems 2.2 and 5.5. Then we prove Theorem 2.7 and deduce Theorem 2.6 as a corollary
of that.
If ‚ is a homotopy Brouwer line for a point in the orbit of each x
i
, 1)i)r, then we say
that ‚ is a common homotopy Brouwer line.
LEMMA 6.1. If ‚
1
is a common homotopy Brouwer line and ‚
2
is any other homotopy
Brouwer line then ‚
1
W‚
2
is Þnite.
Proof of ‚emma 6.1. Let …"”
1
and L
‘
…"‚
1
. By part (3) of Lemma 3.5, we may
assume, after an isotopy, that f (‚
j
)"fd(‚j) for j"1, 2. If ‚1W‚2 is inÞnite then, after
changing the orientation on ‚
2
if necessary, we can write ‚
2
"c )p
1
)q
1
)p
2
)q
2
where each
p
i
L»
1
, each q
i
L”
1
and where c is some half-inÞnite ray in ‚
2
. There is an induced
decomposition f (‚
2
)"f (c) ) f (p
1
) ) f (q
1
) ) f (p
2
) ) f (q
2
)2 where each f (pi)Lf (»1) and each
f (q
i
)Lf (”
1
). Since ‚
2
and f (‚
2
) bound a Þnitely punctured region, the ends of ‚
2
are
asymptotic to the corresponding ends of f (‚
2
). Thus there exists r3Z such that
fd([qi])W…"[qi‘r] for all suƒciently large i. Replacing f by f ~1 if necessary (which also
requires replacing ‚
1
, ”
1
and q
i
by f (‚
1
), f (»
1
) and f (p
i
)), we may assume that r*0.
Induction now shows that f kd([qi])W…"[qi‘kr] for all suƒciently large i and all k*0.
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Let C
i
be the disk in ”
1
that is bounded by q
i
and an arc in ‚
1
. Given k’0, we may
assume, after an isotopy, that f k(‚
1
)"f kd(‚1). Then f k(Ci)W… and Ci‘kr contain exactly
the same punctures. Since ‚
1
is a common homotopy Brouwer line, iterates of each
puncture eventually lie in »
1
and so f k(C
i
)W… contains no punctures for suƒciently large k.
On the other hand, ‚
2
and ‚
1
have geodesic-like intersections so each C
i‘kr
must contain at
least one puncture. This contradiction completes the proof. h
COROLLARY 6.2. Assume that f : SPS is isotopic to a Þxed-point-free homeomorphism.
Suppose that a
1
and a
2
are homotopy translation arcs with dual homotopy Brouwer line ‚
1
and
‚
2
, that ‚
1
is a common homotopy Brouwer line and that no orbit of X is entirely contained in
”
2
. „hen f nd(a1)L»2 for all suƒciently large n. In particular f nd(a1)Wa2"0 for all suƒ-
ciently large n.
Proof of Corollary 6.2. Since fd is not changed by an isotopy of f, we may assume that
f is Þxed point free. Let …"”
2
and L
‘
…"‚
2
. Then …W»
1
is Þnitely punctured and
Lemma 6.1 implies that …W»
1
has Þnitely many components, each of which is Þnite sided.
Choose m’0 so that both endpoints of f md (a1) lie in »2 and let A‘m"Z=i/m f id(a1). The
components of A‘
m
W… are disjointly embedded arcs in …W»
1
with endpoints on L
‘
…
and so determine only Þnitely many distinct elements „"Mt
j
N in RH(…, L
‘
…). If t
j
is
represented by a component of f id(a1)W…, then each element of fd(tj)W… is represented
by a component of f i‘1d (a1)W…. Thus, „ is a Þtted family. Since there is only one
component of L
‘
…, part (3) of Theorem 5.5 implies that „ disappears under iteration, and
hence that f nd(a1)L»2 for all suƒciently large n. h
Proof of „heorem 2.2. Let a be any homotopy translation arc that has a dual homotopy
Brouwer line ‚; for example, a could be the homotopy translation arc determined by any
translation arc. The main step in the proof is to show that the homotopy streamline A for
a is properly embedded.
For any compact K
1
LR2, we must show that f nd(a)WK1"0 for all suƒciently large DnD.
By enlarging K
1
if necessary, we may assume that LK
1
is a simple closed geodesic curve in S.
We will give the argument for n’0; the n(0 case follows by replacing f with f ~1.
By Lemma 4.1, there exists l’0 so that f i(x) has a translation arc that is disjoint
from K
1
for all Di D*l. Choose translation arcs for f j(x), D j D)l, and let B
1
be the union
of their associated homotopy translation arcs. Choose a compact set K
2
whose boundary
is a simple closed geodesic curve in S so that K
1
XB
1
Lint(K
2
). There exists m’0
so that f i(x) is disjoint from K
2
for all DiD*m. Choose translation arcs for f j(x), l)D j D)m
that are disjoint from K
1
and let B
2
be the union of their associated homotopy transla-
tion arcs.
We may assume that n is so large that the endpoints of f nd(a) lie in the complement
of K
2
; applying Corollary 6.2 with a
1
"a and a
2
ranging over the homotopy transla-
tion arcs that make up B
1
XB
2
, we may also assume that f nd(a) is disjoint from
B
1
XB
2
. Suppose that some component A
0
of f nd(a)WK2 intersects K1. Since B1LK2 is
connected, one of the two components, say D, of K
2
CA
0
is disjoint from B
1
. Choose
a component p of LK
1
WD that is ÔoutermostÕ in D. Then p and an arc qLA
0
cobound
a subdisk D@ of D that contains f j(x) for some D j D’l. But f j(x) is contained in B
2
and
can therefore be connected to LK
2
in the complement of LD@. This contradiction implies
that A is proper.
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Since all properly embedded lines in R2 are ambiently homeomorphic, we can conjugate
f to arrange that O(x)"Z]M0N and that A"R]M0N is a homotopy streamline for x. Now
perform an isotopy to arrange that f (A)"A and that f DA"„DA. Every homeomorphism
of the disk that equals the identity on the boundary of the disk is isotopic to the identity
relative to the boundary. It follows that there is an isotopy of f ~1„ to the identity, relative
to A. Postcomposing this isotopy with f gives the desired isotopy of „ to f relative to
O(x). h
COROLLARY 6.3. If f : SPS is isotopic to a Þxed-point-free homeomorphism and r"1, then
each x3X has a unique homotopy translation arc.
Proof of Corollary 6.3. We may assume that x"(0, 0), that f"„ and that the metric on
S is chosen so that „ is an isometry and so that each (i, i#1)]M0N is a geodesic. Suppose
that bO[0, 1]]M0N is a homotopy translation arc. Let b
0
be the largest initial segment of
b whose interior is disjoint from R]M0N. Since b has geodesic like intersections with
(0, 1)]M0N and with (!1, 0)]M0N, the terminal endpoint of b
0
can not be in [!1, 1]]M0N.
Suppose for concreteness that b
0
lies in the upper half-plane and that the terminal endpoint
of b
0
lies in (l, l#1)]M0N for some l’0. Then fd(b)"f (b) has an initial segment that lies in
the upper half plane, that begins at (1, 0) and that ends in (l#1, l#2)]M0N. This contra-
dicts the fact that b and fd(b) have no interior intersections. h
The following lemma is used in both the proof of Theorem 2.3 and the proof of
Theorem 2.7.
LEMMA 6.4. Suppose that f : SPS is isotopic to a Þxed-point-free homeomorphism, that
r*2 and that each element of X is contained in both a forward proper homotopy translation
arc and a backward proper homotopy translation arc. „hen f :SPS has a reducing line.
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Proof of ‚emma 6.4. We may assume that f is Þxed-point free. Lemma 4.6 implies that
there are forward proper homotopy translation arcs Ma‘
i
N whose forward homotopy
streamlines MA‘
i
N are disjoint and contain the forward ends of all the orbits in X. Similarly,
there are backward proper homotopy translation arcs Ma~
j
N whose backward homotopy
streamlines MA~
j
N are disjoint and contain the backward ends of the orbits in X. After
shortening the A‘
i
Õs and A~
j
Õs, we may assume that the A‘
i
Õs and A~
j
Õs are all disjoint.
Denote the geodesic regular neighborhood of A~
j
by ”
j
and the geodesic regular neighbor-
hood of A‘
i
by »
i
. By Remark 4.4, the complement of the ”
j
Õs and the »
i
Õs is a Þnitely
punctured Brouwer subsurface ….
Choose m’0 so that both endpoints of f md(a~1 ) lie in some »i. As in the proof of
Corollary 6.2, the components of (Z=
k/m
f kd(a~1 ))W… determine a Þtted family „. Assume at
Þrst that „ disappears under iteration. Since Y=
n/0
f nd(»i)"0, the homotopy streamline
A determined by a~
1
is properly embedded. If A contains all of X, then f is a translation class
and so has a reducing line; the argument is completely analogous to the one contained in the
last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.2 and is left to the reader. If A does not contain all
of X, then pushing A o⁄ itself to one side or the other determines an fd-invariant properly
embedded geodesic line j; in other words j is a reducing line for f : SPS.
Suppose now that „ does not disappear under iteration. Theorem 5.5 implies that there is
an element t3„ such that fd(t)W…"Mt, s1,2, smN where each si disappears under
iteration. Choose an arc qL… representing t and a lift qJLH of q. The endpoints of qJ lie on
lifts ‚I
1
and ‚I
2
of components of L
‘
…. Let I
1
and I
2
be the disjoint intervals of S
=
bounded
by the endpoints of ‚I
1
and ‚I
2
, respectively. Since t3fd(t)W…, there is an extended lift
fI :HXS
=
PHXS
=
such that the endpoints of fId(‚I 1) lie in I1 and the endpoints of fId(‚I 2) lie
in I
2
. In other words fI (I
1
)LI
1
and fI (I
2
)LI
2
. The sequence M f kd(‚i): k"0, 1,2N has no
accumulation points in S so the sequence M fI kd (‚I i): k"0, 1,2N has no accumulation points
in H. Thus Y=
n/0
fI n(I
1
)"P and Y=
n/0
fI n(I
2
)"Q are single points in S
=
that are Þxed by fI .
Let jI be the geodesic connecting P to Q in H and let j be its projection into S. Then
fd(j)"j. We show below that j is properly embedded. Since j is geodesic, both compo-
nents of SCj intersect X and so j is a reducing line.
For all k’1, f kd(t)W… is the union of t with Zmj/1Zk~1i/0 f id(sj)W…. Since each sj disap-
pears under iteration, there exists k
0
such that f kd(t)W…"f kÒd (t) W… for all k*k0. In
particular, jW… is a Þnite union of disjoint arcs. Given n’0, replace … by the Brouwer
subsurface …
n
bounded by the ”
j
Õs and the f nd(»i)Õs, and replace qJ by an arc that connects
fI nd(‚I 1) to fI nd(‚I 2) and that projects into …n. Arguing exactly as above we see that jW…n is
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a Þnite union of disjoint arcs for all n*0. Since jLZ=
n/0
…
n
and the intersection of any
compact set with Z=
n/0
…
n
is contained in some single …
n
, j is properly embedded. h
Proof of „heorem 2.3. We may assume without loss that Mx
1
,2, xrN is minimal in
the sense that no proper subset also satisÞes (2.3i)— (2.3iii). Let X"O(x
1
,2, xr) and
S"int(D2)CX.
Suppose that f DS is Þxed-point free.
The Þrst step in the proof is to show that each x3X is contained in a forward proper
homotopy translation arc. (Applying the argument to f ~1 produces backward proper
homotopy translation arcs.)
Choose contractible neighborhoods N
i
LD2 of u(x
i
) that do not intersect O(x
l
) for lOi.
Fix i and denote f n(x
i
) by z
n
. Lemma 4.1 implies that for all suƒciently large n, say n*N,
z
n
has a translation arc o (z
n
) such that o (z
n
), f (o (z
n
))LN
i
. Corollary 6.3 implies that f (o (z
n
))
and o (z
n‘1
) are isotopic in the interior of D2 relative toO(x
i
), therefore isotopic in N
i
relative
to O(x
i
) and therefore isotopic in S. In other words, the geodesic arc a
n
determined by o (z
n
) is
a homotopy translation arc and fd(an)"an‘1. The interior of D2 is an increasing union of
compact sets K
m
with geodesic boundary. By Lemma 4.1, we may choose the o (z
n
)Õs so that
for each m, a
n
WK
m
"0 for all suƒciently large n. We conclude that the union
A‘
i
"Z=
l/N
a
n
"Z=
l/0
f ld(aN) is a properly embedded half-inÞnite line. This completes the
Þrst step of the proof.
Lemma 6.4 implies that there is a reducing line j for f : SPS. After replacing j by its
associated geodesic, we may assume that j is geodesic. By construction, the A‘
i
Õs and A~
j
Õs
are all disjoint. There is a homeomorphism g : SPS, isotopic to the identity, such that each
g(A‘
i
) converges to u(x
i
) and each g (A~
j
) converges to a (x
j
). After changing the metric on
S (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.10) to make g (A‘
i
) and g (A~
j
) geodesics (and thereby replacing
A‘
i
and A~
j
by g (A‘
i
) and g(A~
j
) respectively), we may assume that each A‘
i
converges to
u(x
i
) and that each A~
j
converges to a(x
j
). Part (3) of Lemma 3.5 implies that, after an
isotopy, we may assume that f (A‘
i
)LA‘
i
, that f (A~
j
)MA~
j
and that f (j)"j.
The elements of L"MA‘
i
, A~
j
N inherit a natural cyclic order from their endpoints.
Given adjacent elements A‘
i
and A~
j
ofL, there is a rectangle R whose boundary consists of
a terminal segment of A‘
i
, an initial segment of A~
j
, an arc in LD2 that intersectsL exactly
in its endpoints and an arc in the interior of D2. Suppose that j
0
LR is a subpath of j with
one endpoint on A‘
i
and the other on A~
j
. If j
0
is suƒciently close to LD2, then f (j
0
)LR.
Since f translates A‘
i
and A~
j
in opposite directions, f (j
0
) has transverse intersections with
j
0
. This contradicts the fact that j
0
and f (j
0
) are subpaths of the same embedded geodesic
line. We conclude that each end of j intersects at most one element of L. But then
j partitions the orbits of X into two subsets, each of which satisÞes (2.3i)— (2.3iii). This
contradiction to the minimality of Mx
1
,2, xrN completes the proof. h
We will need the following variant on Lemma 6.1 and Corollary 6.2; the Þtted family
argument does not work here since ” below is inÞnitely punctured.
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LEMMA 6.5. Suppose that ‚ is a homotopy Brouwer line and that no orbit of X is entirely
contained in ”. If a
j
is a forward proper homotopy translation arc for some x
j
, then f nd(aj)L»
for all suƒciently large n.
Proof of ‚emma 6.5. After relabeling the elements of X, ‚ is a homotopy Brouwer line
for Mx
1
,2, xsN and O(xs‘1,2, xrNL» for some 1)s)r. Since ‚ and A‘"Z=n/1 f n~1d (aj)
are geodesics, f (‚) has geodesic-like intersections with each f ( f n~1d (aj)). By part (3) of
Lemma 3.5, we may assume that f (‚)"fd(‚) and that f n(aj)"f nd(aj) for all n*0.
The Þnitely punctured region R bounded by ‚ and f (‚) can be written R"KXE
~
XE
‘
where K is a compact set that contains M f (x
1
),2, f (xs)N and where E$ is an unpunctured
three sided region whose two inÞnite sides are asymptotic lines. We may assume that
f (‚WE
‘
)WE
~
"0"f (‚WE
~
)WE
‘
.
Suppose that f n(a
j
)W”O0 for all n. We will inductively choose components q
n
of
f n(a
j
)W” and let C
n
be the disk in ” that is bounded by q
n
and an arc in ‚. For suƒciently
large n, say n*n
0
, f n(a
j
)WRLE
‘
XE
~
; in particular, both endpoints of q
n
lie in E
‘
XE
~
.
To begin, choose q
nÒ
to be any component of f nÒ(aj)W”.
Suppose that both endpoints of q
nÒ
lie in E
‘
or both lie in E
~
, say both lie in E
‘
. Then
f (q
nÒ
)Wf (‚)"f (Lq
nÒ
)LE
‘
. Since E
~
and E
‘
are unpunctured, f (q
nÒ
)WE
~
"0 and
f (q
nÒ
)WE
‘
is a pair of arcs that connect ‚ to f (‚). Let q
nÒ‘1
"f (q
nÒ
)W” and note that
C
nÒ‘1
WX"f (C
nÒ
WX). Continuing by induction, we have components q
nÒ‘k
of
f nÒ‘k(aj)W” such that CnÒ‘k
WX"f k(C
nÒ
WX). But this implies, for some k’0 and some
1)l)s, that f (x
l
)3C
nÒ‘k
in contradiction to the fact that KWC
nÒ‘k
"0.
The argument in the case that q
nÒ
has one endpoint on E
‘
and the other on E
~
is
similar. In this case, f (C
nÒ
)WR contains M f (x
1
),2, f (xs)N and CnÒ‘1
WX"( f (C
nÒ
)WX)C
M f (x
1
),2, f (xs)N. Applying induction, we conclude that some CnÒ‘k
WX"0 which is
impossible. h
Theorem 2.2 implies Theorem 2.7 in the case that r"1. In light of Lemma 6.4, the
following proposition implies Theorem 2.7.
PROPOSITION 6.6. If f : SPS is isotopic to a Þxed point free homeomorphism, then every
x3X is contained in both a forward proper homotopy translation arc and a backward proper
homotopy translation arc.
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Proof of Proposition 6.6. The r"1 case is implied by Theorem 2.2. We may therefore
assume inductively that Proposition 6.6 holds with respect to any X@ that has at most r!1
orbits.
COROLLARY 6.7. Suppose that f is isotopic to a Þxed-point-free homeomorphism, that ‚ is
a homotopy Brouwer line and that ” contains at least one orbit of X. If the forward end of the
orbit of x
j
is contained in » then some f n(x
j
) is contained in a forward proper homotopy
translation arc whose associated forward homotopy streamline is contained in ».
Proof of Corollary 6.7. DeÞne X@LX to be the orbits of X that are not entirely
contained in ”; S@"R2CX@; and f @"f DS@: S@PS@. We assume as usual that f (‚)"fd(‚).
We begin by working with f @ :S@PS@. Choose a hyperbolic structure on S@ with respect
to which ‚ is a geodesic (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.10) and hence a homotopy Brouwer line
for f @ : S@PS@. Since X@ has fewer than r orbits, x
j
has a homotopy translation arc a‘ with
properly embedded forward homotopy streamline (A@)‘"Z=
n/0
( f @)nd(a‘). Lemma 6.5
implies, after replacing x
j
by some f n(x
j
) if necessary, that (A@)‘L».
Now we switch our attention to f : SPS. Note that: (i) f (a‘) Kf @d(a‘) relative to X@;
(ii) f (a‘)L» (because a‘L» and f (»)L»); (iii) f @d(a‘)L»; and (iv) »WXLX@. It
follows that f (a‘)Kf @d(a‘) relative to X. Iterating this argument, we conclude that each
f n(a‘) K( f @)nd(a‘) relative to X. Write R2 as an increasing union of balls Bk with geodesic
boundary. Since (A@)‘ is properly embedded, ( f @)nd(a‘) is disjoint from Bk for all suƒciently
large n. It follows that f nd(a‘) is disjoint from Bk for all suƒciently large n and hence that
A‘ is properly embedded. h
The proof of Proposition 6.6 now divides into two cases, depending on whether or not
there are common homotopy Brouwer lines.
Case 1: „here exists a common homotopy Brouwer line ‚. We will prove the existence of
forward proper homotopy translation arcs. The existence of backward proper homotopy
translation arcs follows by consideration of f ~1.
We Þrst consider the special case that for every homotopy Brouwer line ‚
i
, ”
i
does not
contain an orbit of X. By Remark 4.3, there is a homotopy translation arc a that is dual to
the common homotopy Brouwer line ‚ and that intersects each orbit of X. The argument
used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 applies in this context to show that the homotopy
streamline determined by a is properly embedded. (We simply choose B
1
and B
2
with
respect to all the orbits of X. Note that we can still choose B
1
to be connected by including
a. Note also that Corollary 6.2 applies because we are in this special case.) This completes
the proof in the special case.
We now assume that ”
0
contains an orbit of X for some homotopy Brouwer line ‚
0
.
Corollary 6.7 applied to ‚
0
implies that there is at least one forward proper homotopy
translation arc. Lemma 6.5 applied to ‚ implies that there is at least one properly embedded
forward homotopy streamline contained in ».
There is no loss in assuming that ‚ is the y-axis, that » is the right half plane, that
A‘
1
"[1, R)]M0N is a forward homotopy streamline for x
1
and that A‘
1
WXLO(x
1
) . As
usual, we assume that f (‚)"fd(‚) and that f (A‘1 )LA‘1 .
Denote the Þrst quadrant of the plane by Q
1
and the fourth quadrant by Q
4
. DeÞne
X]
1
[respectively X]
4
] to be those x
j
, ( j’1), such that f n(x
j
)3Q
1
[respectively f n(x
j
)3Q
4
]
for all suƒciently large n; note that Mx
2
,2, xrN"X] 1XX] 4. Denote O(X] i) by Xi. Let DK be
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the disk of radius K centered at the origin. We may assume that:
1. If x
j
3X
1
and f n(x
j
)3Q
4
, then f n(x
j
)3D
100
.
2. If x
j
3X
4
and f n(x
j
)3Q
1
, then f n(x
j
)3D
100
.
3. f (D
200
)MD
100
.
DeÞne R
1
"Q
1
C(Q
1
WD
200
) and R
4
"Q
4
C(Q
4
WD
200
).
We assume for concreteness that x
2
3X
1
and prove that x
2
has a forward proper
homotopy streamline. Let S@"R2CX
1
and f @"f DS@ :S@PS@. As in the proof of Corollary
6.7, we begin by working with f @ : S@PS@ and we may assume that ‚ is a homotopy Brouwer
line for f @. Since X
1
has fewer than r orbits, the inductive hypothesis implies that x
2
has
a homotopy translation arc a‘
2
with properly embedded forward homotopy streamline
(A@)‘"Z=
n/0
( f @)nd(a2). Lemma 6.5 implies, after replacing x2 by some f n(x2) if necessary,
that (A@)‘LR
1
XR
4
. Since R
4
WX
1
"0, (A@)‘ is isotopic in S@ into the interior of R
1
. We
may therefore assume, after adjusting the metric on S@ if necessary, that (A@)‘L int(R
1
).
Note that: (i) (A@)‘, f ((A@)‘)Lint(Q
1
C(Q
1
WD
100
)); (ii) int(Q
1
C(Q
1
WD
100
))WXLX
1
;
and (iii) (A@)‘ is a properly embedded forward homotopy streamline relative to X
1
.
As in the proof of Corollary 6.7, it follows that the forward homotopy streamline
A‘
2
"Z=
n/0
f nd(a2) is properly embedded. This completes the proof in case 1.
COROLLARY 6.8. Suppose that f is isotopic to a Þxed-point-free homeomorphism. „hen f is
a translation class if and only if there is at least one common homotopy Brouwer line.
Proof of Corollary 6.8. The only if part is immediate from the deÞnitions. Suppose then
that there is a common homotopy Brouwer line ‚ with complementary components ” and
». Proposition 6.6 in the case that we have already proved and Lemma 4.6 imply that there
are disjoint proper forward homotopy streamlines A‘
i
and disjoint proper backward
homotopy streamlines A~
j
that contain all but Þnitely many points in X. Lemma 6.5 implies,
after shortening the A‘
i
Õs and A~
j
Õs if necessary, that each A‘
i
L» and each A~
j
L”.
Suppose that A‘
1
and A‘
2
are adjacent. After an isotopy we can assume that f agrees with
the translation „(a, b)"(a#1, b) on A‘
1
XA‘
2
. Choose an arc p joining A‘
1
to A‘
2
and
make f"„ on p. Finally, by an Alexander-type isotopy, we can assume that the restriction
of f to the region in » that lies between A‘
1
and A‘
2
agrees with „. In particular, there is
a single forward proper homotopy streamline A‘
1,2
that contains all the elements of X in
A‘
1
XA‘
2
. Continuing, in this way, we see that there is a single A‘ that contains the forward
end of each x
i
. Remark 4.4 therefore implies that there are common homotopy Brouwer
lines ‚
j
such that »
j‘1
L»
j
and such that Y=
j/1
»
j
"0.
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An analogous argument shows that there is a common homotopy Brouwer line ‚~ with
dual homotopy translation arc a~ such that the backward homotopy streamline A~ for
a~ is properly embedded and contains the backward end of each O(x
i
). Corollary 6.2 (with
a~ and »
j
playing the roles of a
1
and »
2
) implies that f nd(a~)L»j for all j and all suƒciently
large n. Thus the homotopy streamline generated by a~ is properly embedded. The
argument given in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2.2 implies that f is
a translation class. h
Case 2 : „here are no common homotopy Brouwer lines. For every Brouwer line ‚
i
either
”
i
or »
i
contains an orbit of X. Corollary 6.7 therefore implies that each x
i
has either
a proper forward homotopy streamline or a proper backward homotopy streamline. We
Þrst consider the case that some x
i
, say x
1
, has both. We will show that each x
j
, j*2, has
a proper forward homotopy streamline. The existence of proper backward homotopy
streamlines follows by replacing f with f~1.
We may assume that: (i) O(x
1
)LR]M0N; (ii) ((!R,!100)X(100,R))]M0NLf (R]M0N)
LR]M0NXD
100
; (iii) O(x
1
,2xr) intersects D100 in both the upper and lower half-plane;
and (iv) f (D
200
)MD
100
.
DeÞne S@"R2CO(x
2
, 2xr) and f @"f DS@. Choose a hyperbolic metric on S@ such that
LD
200
and R]M0N are geodesic. We Þrst note that it is suƒcient to prove the existence of
a proper forward homotopy streamline (C@)‘"Z=
k/0
( f @)kd(c@0)LS@ for some ( f @)n(xj) such
that each c@
k
"( f @)kd(c@0)LQ200"R2C(R]M0NXD200). Conditions (ii) and (iv) imply that
f @(c@
k
)LQ
100
"R2C(R]M0NXD
100
)LR2CR]M0N. Thus, the isotopy of f @(c@
k
) to c@
k‘1
relative
to O(x
2
, 2 , xr) can be performed in R2CR]M0N and hence by condition (i), can be
performed relative to O(x
1
,2xr). As in the previous cases, the geodesic c0LS determined
by c@
0
is a homotopy translation arc for x
j
and the forward homotopy streamline
C‘"Z=
k/0
f kd(c0) is properly embedded.
By the inductive hypothesis, x
j
has a proper forward homotopy streamline
(A@)‘"Z=
k/0
( f @)kd(a@0)LS@. Denote ( f @)kd(a@0) by a@k. There is no loss in assuming that
each a@
k
and each f @(a@
k
) is disjoint from D
200
. Since LD
200
is geodesic, f @d(a@k)WLD200"0.
We claim that each f @(a@
k
) has geodesic like intersections with R]M0N. To see this note
that f @(a@
k
) has geodesic like intersections with f @(R]M0N) and that, by condition (ii),
the only complementary components of f @(a
k
)XR]M0N that are not complementary
components of f @(a
k
)Xf @(R]M0N) are those that contain either the upper-half of D
100
or the lower-half of D
100
; these complementary components are punctured by condi-
tion (iii).
Part (3) of Lemma 3.5 therefore implies that there exists g @ :S@PS@, isotopic to the
identity, such that each g @ f @(a@
k
)"a@
k‘1
, g@(R]M0N)"R]M0N and g@(LD
200
)"LD
200
. Since
f @(a@
k
) and f @d(a@k) are disjoint from D200, there is no loss in assuming that g@D 200" identity.
We may therefore assume that each f @(a@
k
)"a@
k‘1
, that f @((!R,!200)]M0N)L
(!R,!100)]M0N and that f @((200, R)]M0N)L(100, R)]M0N.
If some, and hence each, a@
k
is disjoint from R]M0N, then let (C@)‘"(A@)‘. Suppose then
that each a@
k
WR]M0NO0. Let a*
k
be the shortest initial segment of a@
k
whose terminal
endpoint is contained in R]M0N and let b@
k
LR]M0N be the arc connecting the terminal
endpoint of a*
k
to the terminal endpoint of a*
k‘1
. Then f @(a*
k
)"a*
k‘1
and f @(b@
k
)"b@
k‘1
.
DeÞne c@
k
to be the embedded geodesic arc determined by a*
k
b@
k
a6 *
k‘1
. Then f @d(c@k)"c@k‘1 and
(C@)‘"Z=
k/0
c@
k
LS@ is a properly embedded forward homotopy streamline. This completes
the proof in the case that x
1
has both a proper forward homotopy streamline and a proper
backward homotopy streamline.
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We now assume that no x
i
has both a proper forward homotopy streamline and
a proper backward homotopy streamline and we argue to a contradiction. For concreteness
assume that x
1
has a proper forward homotopy streamline. We will reach the contradiction
by producing a proper backward homotopy streamline for x
1
.
We claim that if a
1
is a homotopy translation arc for some f k(x
1
) and if a
1
has a dual
homotopy Brouwer line ‚
1
, then a
1
has a proper forward homotopy streamline. We see this
as follows. There is no loss in assuming that f (»
1
)L»
1
. Corollary 6.7 and the assumption
that a
1
does not have any backward proper homotopy translation arcs imply that »
1
can
not contain any orbits in X. Let X@ be the orbits in X that are not entirely contained in ”
1
.
With respect to X@, ‚
1
is a common homotopy Brouwer line. Corollary 6.8 implies that up
to isotopy relative to X@, a
1
has a proper forward homotopy streamline. Since f ( f i~1d (a1))
and f id(a1) are both contained in »1 for all i*1, the isotopy rel X@ that carries f ( f i~1d (a1)) to
f id(a1) can be made relative to X. This completes the proof of the claim.
By Lemma 4.6 there exists a forward proper homotopy translation arc a whose forward
homotopy streamline A‘ contains the forward end of the orbit of each x
j
3E‘(x
1
). For
notational simplicity, we assume that if x
j
3E‘(x
1
), then x
j
3a. Let » be the geodesic
regular neighborhood of A‘. For each n’0 and x
j
3E‘(x
1
), choose a translation arc for
f~n(x
j
), and let a (n, x
j
) be its associated homotopy translation arc. We may assume, by
Lemma 4.1, that each compact set in R2 intersects only Þnitely many a(n, x
j
)Õs. DeÞne A* to
be the union of A‘ with all of the a (n, x
j
)Õs and note that A* is the union of Þnitely many
(one for each x
j
3E‘(x
1
)) properly immersed lines with a common forward end. Let N be
the geodesic regular neighborhood of the union of A* and all of its bounded complementary
components. Then LN has Þnitely many components, each of which is a properly embedded
line.
Since a (n, x
j
) comes from a translation arc, Lemma 4.2 implies that a(n, x
j
) has a dual
homotopy Brouwer line and so, as argued above, a(n, x
j
) is forward proper. Lemma 4.6
implies that f kd(a(n, xj))L» for all suƒciently large k and hence that each a (n, xj)Lf ~kd (»)
for suƒciently large k. It follows that CLf ~kd (») for each bounded complementary
component C of A* and for all suƒciently large k. In particular, NWX"O(E‘(x
1
)).
Now let N@ be the geodesic regular neighborhood of the union of A*Xfd(A*) with
all of its bounded complementary components. The same arguments imply that
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N@WX"O(E‘(x
1
)). Since NLN@ and there are no punctures in (N@CN), N"N@. We
conclude that fd(N)"N and hence that fd Þxes each of the components of LN.
We Þnish the argument as in the previous cases. Let X@"NWX, let S@"R2CX@ and
f @ :S@PS@. Since there are no common homotopy Brouwer lines, E‘(x
1
) does not contain
every x
j
and so X@ is a proper subset of X. By the inductive hypothesis, x
1
has a backward
proper homotopy translation arc with respect to f @ :S@PS@. Let (A@)~ be the associated
homotopy streamline. After changing the metric if necessary, we may assume that
(A@)~LN. Since NWX"X@, our usual argument (cf. the proof of Corollary 6.7)
implies that the backward homotopy streamline A~
1
determined by a and f is properly
embedded. This contradicts our assumption that x
1
has no proper backward homotopy
streamlines. h
Finally, we prove Theorem 2.6 as a corollary of our previous results.
Proof of „heorem 2.6. Theorem 2.7 implies that there is a reducing line for f :SPS. By
Theorem 2.2, we may assume that: the reducing line is the x-axis; O(x
1
)"M(n, 1): n3ZN;
f (R]M1N) is isotopic to R]M1N relative to O(x
1
); O(x
2
)"M(n, !1): n3ZN; and that
f (R]M!1N) is isotopic to R]M!1N relative to O(x
2
). Since the upper and lower half-
planes are invariant and intersect X in O(x
1
) and O(x
2
) respectively, the isotopies can
be made relative to X; thus R]M1N and R]M!1N are homotopy streamlines. We
may therefore assume that R]M1N and R]M!1N are invariant lines and that f agrees with
either „ or „~1 on each of them. The proof is now completed by the observation that
any two homeomorphisms of R2 that agree on R]M!1, 1N are isotopic relative to
R]M!1, 1N. h
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